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ASS Relays

Ultra Hq~h Speed Line Protection type RALZB

Unafj:ected by current transformer saturation and capacitor
voltaj~e transformer transients.

Ultra high speed of fault detection, typical 2-5 ms.

Selec'tive single-phase tripping capability.

Suitable for any length of line also series compensated and
adjac'~nt lines.

-

Can detect a loaded phase conductor rupture.

Directional comparison scheme.-

Can tIe used with a single power line carrier or microwave
ch anne 1.

Opera tes selectively and independently of the channel for
close-ln high level faults

Built-in circuit for functional tests.
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l.-GENERAL

The demands made on relay protection are steadily increasing
owing to !;uch factors as the growing fault-MV A le\.els and the
demand of consumers for greater reliability in their power
supply.

Short relaLY and breaker operating times are needed to ensure
that the power system will not run into tran si en t stability
problems and also to keep the damage due to thermal stresses to
a minimum.

ABB offers in the field of transmission line protection an ultra-
high-speecj static relay type RALZB. RALZB is a complete line
terminalIwith high speed primary protective relaying and delayed
back-up relaying.

.

The rela;{ combines the novel concept of directional wave
detection with the impedance measuring principle, forming an
outstanding line protection for EHV and UHV networks.

.

The direc:tional wave detector section of RAlZB can detect a
fault and determine the direction to the fault in a basic time of
a few milliseconds. This is done by observing the motion of the
tra,oelling;-wave phenomena generated by a fault on the power
system.

The RALZB relay operates as a directional comparison relay in a
permissive tripping scheme and therefore needs a communication
link (PLC or microwave).

For close~ in faults, the RALZB relay can opera te independently
of the communication link.

The delayed back-up relaying is also independent of the commu-
nication .Iink.

The relay can be obtained to perform the appropriate phase
selection as required in a selective single-phase tripping scheme.

The operating principIe makes it possible to detect high resisti,"e
earth fallIts.

Systems with series capacitors compensated to any degree can
be fully protected with the RALZB relay.

Static circuits perform processing of all signals and the use of
modern semi-conductor technology and integrated circuits (ICs)
contributes to a high reliability. High threshold logic (HTL) is
used to ~~nhance noise immunity.
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2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The obj'ect of this chapter is to describe the general principle of
operation of RALZB, in terms of working princip les of the
different sections of the relay and the co-operation bet we en
these sections.

2.1
Overview block diagralm

Fig. l shows an overview type of block diagram of RALZB.

Fig. l:
Overview block diagram RALZB
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2.2
Detection of initial fauJts

2.2.1 Direction,al wave detection
All initial faults are detected by the directional wave detector
section of RALZB, see fig. l. Its operation is based on the
principle of directional wave detection. This principle utilizes
the fact 1~hat when a fault occurs, both the voltage and current
disturban<:es are transmitted throughout the system at nearly the
speed of light.

The direction to the fault is detected by the means of ordinary
CT's and "Ts or CVTs. The VIs and CVTs should be connected to
the line side of the breaker. The ch ange in current and change in
\'oltage is measured. A fault in the "forward" direction (on or
beyond the line) gives a voltage change having opposite sign to
the current change. A fault in the "reverse" direction gi\"es
voltage and current changes with the same sign.

e

.

8

.

A more detailed description of the measuring principle of the
directional wave detector section of RALZB is gi\'en in
chapter 3.

2.2.2 Modes of ~)peration
There are three different ways of obtaining a directional wave
detection operation:

The de'pendent mode of operation provides {via the tripping
logiCJ

.

single-phase starting signals for single-phase faults and
thre~~-phase starting signals for multiphase faults

-channel send signal to the communication equipment
8 .The directional decision (forward!reverse) is made indepen-

dently ,at each terminal. The two terminal conditions are then
compared by means of the communication channel. For
interna! fau!ts a trip is obtained. The RALZB relay works in a
permis~iive tripping scheme.

t)
The !l]..2ependent mode of operation (optional) is ~ sensiti\'e
than the dependent mode of operation, thus coping with
close-in faults only. The feature of this mode is that it works
independently of the communication channel, providing \"ery
fast tripping operation.

.

The neutral current control mode of operation is more
sensitive than the dependent mode of operation. Moreover;Ti
uses a neutral current criterion (implemented in the neutral
current measuring unit, see fig. 1) and a time criterion
(beside5i the demands of changes in voltage and current) prior
to brin~;ing about starting signals. The purpose of this arran-
gement is to provide high resisti\'e earth fault detection
capability, still keeping the relay stable in ca se of lightning
strokes or surge arrester discharges.

.
The three modes of operation are discussed in detail in sections
3.1,3.2 and 3.3.
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CVT resl~

The use of the ch ange in voltage offers the advantage of a
simple solution to the problems normally caused by capacitor
voltage transformer transient response. For a close-in fault the
noise generated by the CVT could be many times larger than the
actual remaining voltage. The ch ange in voltage, however, is
quite large for a close-in fault and since the directional wave
detector section uses this change for measurements, the signal
to noise ratio will be satisfactory and will ensure a correct
operation.

2.2.4 CT saturation

Tests and practical experience have demonstrated that CT-
saturation does not occur instantaneously. Even in the most
adverse cases one can expect a closed-core CT to gi ve a correct
secondary output during the first 2-5 msec. af ter fault inception.
Since the directional wave detector decision time is in this range
a correct decision can be made and remembered befor e the CT
saturate~;. This is a valuable feature because it means that the
relay wil.l trip dependably for internai faults and maintain full
stability for external faults, even af ter saturation.

Series compensated lines

The directional wave detection principle of RALZB makes the
relay applicable to the protection of series compensated systems
even if the capacitors are close to the line end s and to paralleI
lines.

Loaded ph ase conductor rupture

An interesting feature is the possibility to discern between a
loaded phase conductor rupture and normal de-energization of a
loaded line. In the former case, by virtue of the travelling wave
principle:I relay operation can be obtained before the conductor
rupture develops into an electrical short-circuit. Safety hazards
to human beings are therefore reduced.

Weak-end-infeed mode of operation

The problem of weak-end infeed is discussed in detail in section
3.4. To cope with these problem, an option al weak-end-infeed
unit, see fig. l, is offered, bringing about the necessary tripping
and communication signals in case of a weak-end-infeed condi-
tion.

2.3
Back-up relaying

Underimpedance measuring unit

All initial faults occuring on a line in service are detected by the
directional wave detector section of RALZB (the case of switch-
ing a break er into a fault is treated in section 2.4).
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In order to provide a non-directiona1 back-up protection, a
underimpedance measuring unit (shown in tig. l) is inc1uded in
the RALZB re1ay. Note that this underimpedance measuring unit
does not use any communication equipment.

Conclusively, the underimpedance measuring zone will normally
be set to cover 150 -200 % of the line. Af ter a set time-lag, as
shown in fig. 1, the underimpedance measuring unit is able to
operate the tripping relays via the tripping logic. The operating
range is either a circular characteristic or a modified Jens
characteristic, with an angle of 60 degrees.

The underimpedance relay can be set offset looking onJy in the
forward direction. The gap between the underimpedance charac-
teristic and the relay location is co\'ered by the independentmode. 

For many applications the independent mode and the
underimpedance starter therefore can prov ide selective back-up
independent of the communication.

t)

t)
2.3.2 Neutral current measuring unit

As shown in fig. 1, the neutral current measuring unit, besides
co-operating with the directional wave detector section, is able
to bring about a back-up tripping signal via a time-lag relay
(shown in fig. 1), with a recommended setting of 1.5 -5 seconds.

The object of this feature is to prov ide back-up relaying for high
resistive earth faults.

2.4
Switching inta a fault

Switching a breaker into a fault or into forgotten working earth
is a case that requires particular attention, due to the nature of
the travelling waves generated. This is further explained in
section 3.6.

To cape with this particular condition a special switch-into-fault
unit is included. As indicated in tig. 1, the unit processes data
from the directional wave detector section (particularly phase
\"oltage) and the underimpedance measuring unit, and the latter
may operate the tripping relays (via the tripping logic), should a
fault or a w'orking earth be present.

"

2.5
Shunt reactor switching

[n some applications, a shunt reactor may be included in the
power system to be protected. A switching of such a shunt
reactor may be interpreted by the directional wave detector
section of RALZB as an internai fault (if the current and voltage
Ichanges created are higher than the set operating valUes of the
units in\'olved).

To prevent such an unnecessary operation a temporary settable
reduction of the operating'value of the current ch anges can be
made, by means of an input relay and an optional time-lag relay.
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The independent mode of operation for close-in fault is not
affected by this reduction.

The setting of the reduction level is made via programming
switches readily available on the front of a unit (section 4.12).

3. THEOR y OF OPERA nON

The object of this chapter is to supply a more thorough examina-
tion of the different fault detection and tripping principles used
in the RAJ~ZB relay protection.

3.1
Dependent mode of operation

3.1.1 Fault anal:~

In case of a fault at a point F in an electric power transmission
network (F:ig. 2) the current and voltages at any point may be
obtained using the superposition theorem.

~ : ~ (:Ja. & u rt;!WJ t; ."-/

Fig.2:
Synthetisation using the superposition theorem
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Consider a point A as shown in Fig. 2a. The current i(t
voltage u(t) af ter fault occurrence (t > O) can be split
fault ste,ady-state parts and fault parts of steady-s
transient nature.

and themta 
pre-tate 
and

The pre-fault steady-state parts i'(t) and u'(t) are cause
original s'Durces as shown in Fig. 2b. The fault parts o
u(t) are ciaused by a fictitious source applied to the faull
the instarlt of fault inception. Those parts are denoted L
6 u(t) and contain changes of both steady-state and
nature.

~d by the
i( t) and
point at

~ i( t) and
transient

f J;The ficti"tious source has voltages on faulted phases
magnitude and opposite in sign to the pre-fault voltage~
the fault point. (Fig. 2c).

equal in
(ulF) at

I)The super]position theorem gives:

i = il +bi

u = u' +~ U

3.1.2 Measur ingpr inciple

The RAL2:B relay is designed to use~ i and~u, i.e. the cr
current and voltage in order to detect a fault and the (
to the fault from the measuring point. The changes~ i an
measured with standard CT's and CVT's and include Chi
bot h steal::ly-state (ss) and transient (tr) nature as m
earlier. One can therefore write the measlJrands as:

Ianges 

in
Ilrectiondl:. 

u areinges 
of~ntioned

l::.. i = i itr )+ss
6 u = U + U

tss r

Fault detection-3.1.3
t)

Fault det~~ction is evident since ~ i and ~ u are causel
occurrenc~~ of a change in the electrical state of th.
network.

by the
~ power

.u! 

ts but1ereforeIges 

due

However, travelling waves are generated not only by Ja
also by switching operations, lightning surges etc. It is tl
necessary that the relay can discriminatE~ between char
to faults and changes due to other causes.
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Lightning strokes that do not lead to a fault, involve a transport
along the line in the form of coupled current and voltage waves
a high frequency character. The directional wave detector desl
that it. damps hea\"ily the amplitude of high frequency compor
requires also that a measuring signal if any, should last for a til
than the directional wave detector minimum decision time.
criterion coupled to the fact that the directional wave detector
only if both i and u ha\'e magnitude larger than set values
criteria), makes it. possible to distinguish a lightning stroke that
lead to a fault from one that does lead to a fault as well as fro
due to any other cause. In the lat ter cages the transients will al~
power frequency and low frequency components, that are not ~
damped by the relay circuits during the first moments a.t
inception, and that last for an appreciable time, much longer
relay decision time.

of energyexhibiting

~n is suchlents, 
andl1e 

longerrh 
is time

operates~mplitude

does not
m a fault
;0 contain
iO heavily

ter fault
than the

For discriminatiorl against switching surges it is important to
travelling waves originate from the point where the chang
electrical state of the power system was initiated. Thus s
excluding the circuit breakers from the protected zone switchll
tions will always be interpreted as external events. This is
automatically in most EHV systems since voltage normally is mej
the line side of the breaker. The fact that most EHV breakers
insertion resistors that damp the amplitude of the switchi
enhances this discr imina tion capabili ty.

note 

that
in the

lmply by19 
opera-

obtainedisured 
onlave 

pre-ng 
surge
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3.1.4 Directional determination

The application of the fictitious source at the fault pain"
3, causes travelling waves (voltage and current waves
from F to'wards the two terminals A and B. Positive Cl
defined locally as a current flowing from A to F and from

F, Fig.
moving

lrrent is
B to F.

If the prE~-fault voltage ulF is positive the fictitious
causes negative voltages waves towards A and B, Fig. 3a.
current W,3,ves are positive since the fictitious source
currents from A to F and from B to F.

source
But the
causes

)~\,,

I
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Fig.3:
Directional determination. The changes in current ~ i ;
tage ~ u at terminal A and B are opposite in sign for
faults but of equal sign for external faults at the 1
closest to the fault.
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If the pre-fault voltage ulF is negative? Fig. Ja, dotte
current change 6 i is negative and thl~ voltage char
positive during the first moments. Likewise at poin
negative~ and6u is positive.

d 

line, theIge 
6 u is

t B ~ i is

In case of an external fault, Fig. 3b, c, the fictitious s
causes a current change~i and a voltagf~ change~u ha
sign at the line end closest to the fau11: but a current
and a voltage change~u which are opposite in sign at
line end.

ource 

at F
ving equal
changeAi
the other

From th,~ principles outlined above it can thus be conc
in the case of an internal line fault both line ends w
change in current, ~ i, and a ch ange in voltage, ~ u,
opposite in sign, whereas in the case of an external fau
end will have ch anges of equal sign.

luded 

that
ill have a
which are
lt one line

~ -04 '; ~ ~V I F I ~
lime

~
fraveling
"'aves

A B

aj Internai fault

~ ';~ ~ ~V F I I V
meti,

fravelIng

F A 8

bl Externa! fau!t

Fig.4.
Propagatj:on of travelling waves.
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The conc.lusion above can be visualized graphically as
Fig. 4 in terms of the direction of motion of travellil
generated by a change in the electrical state of the net,
fault, breaker operation etc.).

shown in"Ig 
waveswork 

(i.e.

Fig. 4a shows an internai fault on line section AB an<
shows an external fault. It is easily seen that at A the
of motiorl of the travelling wave will be different for an
fault compared to an internai one.

j Fig. 4b
direction
externa!

3.1.5 Co-operation with the remote end protection
8

Ismission:ommuni-

each end

In order to clear all faults on 100 per cent of the traJ
line, a directional comparison scheme is adopted and a c
cation channel is required to link the RALZB relays at
of the liru~, yielding the dependent mode of operation.

i'}"-

.

The communication channel ought to have as short charu
as possible since it will directly influence the total (
time of the dependent mode of operation for the di]
wave detector.

nel 

delar
>perating
rectional

Below is shown the principle for the permissive o
directioncll comparison scheme employed in RALZB.

verreach

Dependent
Mode

(hannel
send

8
Neutral
current
Mode

Neutral
Current

Channel
Receive

Dependent
Mode

Neutral
current
Mode

Neutral
Current

3.2
Independent mode of operation (option al)

Trip&

~1r--,

&.

f~Z~~~~1-.~
'---I

Similarities to dependent mode of operation

The independent mode of operation is identical to the d«
mode as far as fault detection and directional determii
concernecl.

~pendent
nation is
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3.2.2 Features

The independent mode of operation yields a directional measure-
ment with a limited reach along the line, thus coping with close-
in faults and has the particular advantage of not requiring a
communication channel between the RALZB relays at each end
of the line and thus has an extremely short operating time.

3.3
Neutral current controi mode of operation

1trol mode
lrth faults

The object of having this particular neutral current CO!
of operation is the strive to detect high resistive ej
within the protected zone.

This is achieved by linking the measurement of neutl
to the directional wave detecion.

al current

The conditions required to obtain a neutral current control mode
trip signal are as follows:

A disturbance on the line section to be protected causes a
sensitive part of the directional wave detector section of RALZB
to produce a channel send signal. Furthermore, af ter a time of
25 or 45 ms (depending on the position of a program ming switch),
a trip signal is generated, provided that a) the neutral current
measuring unit (shown in fig. l) continuously reveals the pre-
sence of neutral current in the system (i.e., as soon as the
neutral current exceeds a set value), and b) a channel receive
signal is obtained.

The delay of 20 or 40 ms is introduced to prevent tripping in case
the disturbance is caused by surge arrester operation, lightning
stroke, or els e, bringing about a neutral current of limited
duration.

(Finally, as described in section 2.4, a three-phase tri p 5
be produced if the neutral current measuring unit
continuous neutral current during a rat her long time, t~
1.5-5 seconds.)

;lgnal will
senses a
~ntatively

3.4
Weak-end infeed mode of operation (optional)

-

,9 -:IV ~
~ I

A

EA

Fig.5:
Weak-end infeed configuration
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With no infeed from the B end it follows that if an inte
occurs orl the line A to B only the RALZB relay at line E
detect the fault.

rnal fault~nd 
A will

The RALZB relay at line end A can not trip the loca
since no communication signal will be transmitted frorr
B. Similary the RALZB relay at line end B will not trip
breaker either, and the fault will star on until trippE
impedance measuring section of RALZB.

1 

breaker
line end

the local
~d by the

To speed up the tripping in such a situation it is possib
an optional weak-end infeed logic to the RALZB relay a
B, which will re-transmit the communication signal s
line end }~ and also trip the local breaker at line end B.

le 

to add
t Ii ne end
ent from

The weak-end infeed logic operating principle can be
in logic symbols as follows:

:1escribed

Communication receive from A

Communicc
send to

ltion

Directiooal detector opera-
tion (start Q! block) from B --<J

Trip
10(01-breaker

at B

-
Phase '~Itage low at B

Fig.6:
Weak-end infeed logi c operation principle

The RALZB relay at line end A will now trip the loca.
since the communication signal sent to line end B is
mitted and gives the impression that also the RALZB
line end B has detected the fault as internal.

breaker
retrans-
relayat

The weak.-end infeed logic will trip line end B.

3.5
Underimpedance measuring unit

The underimpedance measuring unit is a three-pha5
available with either a circular or an oval character
show n in tig. 7. The oval characteristic is more advantc
that it provides agreater margin to the load current.

e relay,lstic, 
as1geous 
in

The reachi values of each phase are individually adjustable in the
forward direction (Zf) and in the reverse direction (Z ). The
underimpedance measuring unit has normallya characteristicoangle of 60 .
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In normal operation, the underimpedance measuring unit mea-
sures the phase current and line-ta-line voltage but in the event
of an earth fault it is reconnected to measure the phase current
and vol1:age to neutral. This reconnection is brought about by the
neutral current measuring unit, see fig. 1.

The underimpedance measuring unit has a bu il t-in nput retar
which, 'when energised, blocks the measuring functJon of the
relay; this relay is used for blocking from a power-swing blocking
relay (optional).

aj inc[ud,ng relay tocation

Fig.7:
Operating characteristic of the underimpedance measuring unit

Further information about the underimpedance measuring unit is
provided in section 4.15.

3.6
Switch-into-fault mode of operation

Switching a breaker inta a fault or in to a for gott en earthing
device is a cage that requires particular attention; consider the
following:

If the voltage measurement is done on the busbar sil of the
breaker, the breaker is included in the protected zone. The
reason is, that voltage will be prevailing prior to the switching
operation; consequently, the switching of a break er imo a fault
will give a voltage drop and a current increase, i.e. ~ i and D.u
will have different signs and the directional wave detector
system will trip.
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If the voltage measurement is done on the lJne side of the br,
break er is not included in the protected zone. There will be no a
voltage prior to the switch in g operation; consequently, when tt
is switched into a fault bot h the voltage and the current wil]
i.e. ~ i and Å u w'ill have equal signs and the directional waVE
system will block.

eaker, 

theppreciable1e 

breaker: 
increase,

~ detector

: 

upon the
found byte 

poJarityide 
of the

The above mentioned voltage changes, appearing in a networ~
closing of a breaker, are (according to Thevenius theorem)
inserting a voltage source UBC (voltage before closing) with tf
shown in fig. 8. The voltage change on the busbar and line sj
breaker is indicated as 6 UB and 6 UL.

ZL
-[=:J-

"
111

Fig.8

iS a sepa-

ge 

measu-

Thus, switch-into-fault protection must be provided (
rate fault measurement in RALZB.

NaTE! The standard design of RALZB assumes volta
rement on the line side of the breaker.

The following units are involved in detecting a switch-
condition:

into-fault

1d 

section
mpedance

le 

vol tage

The underimpedance measuring unit (see fig. l al
3.5.8) provides the measurement of the line i
status.
The switch-into-fault uni t (see fig. l), containing

l) 1:he voltage level detectors, sensing if any lir
drops under a set value.

2) <:ircuits for enabling the underimpedance meas
1:0 act directly upon the tripping relays.

uring unit

The switch-into-fault mode of operation is enab.led as ~
(1) low line voltage and (2) a nonactive state of tl
impedance measuring uni t and the directional wave detE

The switch-into-fault unit will stay enabled as long a~
voltage Iremains below the set value, and 200 msec af
under these circumstances, the underimpedance measl
is able to operate directly upon the tripping relays.

As all line voltages exceed the set value, and the 200 r
passed, the switch-into-fault mode of operation is ~

It should be noted that the switch-into-fault detect<
gives a three-phase tripping signal.

i result of'le 
under-~ctors.

; 

any line:terwards;

Jring uni t

nsec 

haveled.

Jr always
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4. DESIGN

4.1
COMBIFLEX modular system

RALZB is housed in two COMBIFLEX equipment frarr
size 125 (21" high) with three apparatus frames, 60C w
, and one of size 45 (7" high) with one apparatus fram e:
(S = 44.45 mm = 1.75 in, C = 7 mm = 0.28 in); see I
enclosed dimension print 5283 0263-AA. Further par1
the modular system COMBIFLEX can be found in Cat.
92-10 E.

les, 

one of
ide (16.8")
60C wide
g. 10 and
:Iculars of
ilogue RK

IMBIFLEX

apparatus

The relay is of static design and is built up of ca
modular units as folIows:

.The RQ- and RX-type units are screwed to the
frame via terminal bases.

.The test switch and the transformer units RTTF al
are screwed directly on the apparatus frames.

Id 

RTQTC

Fig.9:
RALZB designed for singJe-phase tripping; the optionaJ
phase seJection, independent mode directionaJ detec
weak-end.-infeed Jogic are incJuded.

units for
tion and
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4.2
Units included in RALZB (their type, position and designation)

The pos:ition of units included in a RALZB relay are pr
tig. 10 (below); in table 3 (over) the designation and ty...,..;'"'~;!I" ~ uni t is

Presented as well.Jili' i&!,""-~-c...!"!i;l?'-

'esented 

in
pe of each

A

I )~
'I

12~

B r10111051109

reserved space
!

45

~

Fig. 10:
Position of units included in RALZB
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~2S ~pment fram e:

Posi tion Pesignati2~
A 101

113,119,125
131
137
143,149,155

RTTF
RXTFG 2H
RXTEL 2H
RXTEN 2H
RXTFH 2H

Transformer unit
Passive filter units
Phase selector unit (optional)
Test unit
Active filter units

501
507
519
525
531

RTQTC 060
RXZK 4
RXTEH 2H
RXPA 2H

RXTEG 2H
RXP A 2H

537
543

RXTEG 2H
RXP A 2H
RXTEN 2H

549
555

Transformer uni t
Underimpedance measuring unit
Tripping logic unit
Directional detector (optional)
Fault detection and phase selection
logic uni t
Directional detector
Fault detection and ph ase selection
logi c uni t
Directional detector
Amplifier unit

901
907,911,~115
919
1119,943,949
925
931,1131
937
1143
955

RTXP 18
RQKA 040
RXMBB 1
RXKEl
RXSK 2H
RXTEK 1
RXEDB 2H
RXIB 24
RXTEM 2H

Test switch
Interface relays
Interface relay
Time-lag relays (two) (optional)
Indication and signalling unit
Driver units
Voltage measuring unit
Neutral current measuring unit
Weak-end-infeed logic unit (option al)

45 eQUie~lent frame:

Position

101
105
109
121

RQMB 040
RQMB 041
RQMA 100

Designation

DC/DC converter
DC/DC converter
DC/DC converter
Space reserved for evolving fault
directional impedance measuring
section

Table l:
Units included in RALZB
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4.3
BlOck diagram

The block diagram in fig. 11 roughly illustrates the si;
within the relay at one terminal of the protected J
figures within brackets in the text below refer to the po
the units.

gnaJ fJowline. 
Thesitions 

of

A 901
IRTXP ~

TEST
SWITCH

1\\
"J

A1143
flXIB 21. I
~RAL
ruRRENT
1't:AS.
UNIT

-

A931.1131
~

TRIP

~DRIVER

SIGNAL

A919
JlXf'E811

RELAY
INTERf:

--
A91

(OM
SENO

TRANS-
F~ER
UNIT

-

Fig. Il:
Block diagram of RALZB

A 131
!RxTtf<2H1

TEST
UNIT

A501
~a1t:O601

ASO7
IRXZK I. -
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4.4
Test switm

The input signals from the instrument transformers
the au}uliary voltage and the tripping outputs from tt
connected via a test switch type RTXP 18 (A901
switch, which is part of test system COMBITE5
secondary injection tests to be conviently performed 1
plug hand le type RTXH 18.

as weIl as1e 
relay are). 
The test;T, 

enables
with a test-

4.5
Transformer units

The transformers are isolated and furnished with
screen between the primary and secondary winding
enhancE~S the relay's immunity to transients.

an earthed;s 
and this

4.5.1

The an,alog current and voltage signals from the
transformers are ted in to the directional wave detec'
through isolating transformers in the transformer
RTTF 120 (Alal).

instrument
tor section
uni t type

4.5.2

The transformer unit RTQTC 060 (A501) contains thr
transformers (transactors) that are used in the currE
and three voltage transformers in the voltage circuits.

ee air-gap
~nt circuit

4.6
Filter units

4.6.1 General

In the filter units the steady-state frequency componc
u' of the current i = i' + 6 i and the voltage u = u'
suppressed, on a segregated phase basis.

~nts 

il and
+ 6 u are

The time constant of the circuits is selected in such m.
only the initial changes generated by a fault may inf]
directional wave detectors.

anner that
uence the
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Passive filter units

There are three passive filter units type RXTFG 2H
(Al13,119,l.25), one per phase, with passive components. The
units are identical and interchangeable.

Active filte~r units

There are three active filter units type RXTFH 2H
(A143,149,l55), one per phase, with active components. The units
are identical and interchangeable.

8 4.7
Phase seJection unit (optional)

If single-phase tripping is required, a phase selection un
RXTEL 2H (Al3l) is offered as an option. The unit u:
output current signals of the passive filter units in detel
the faulty phase/phases; the outcome is ted to the trippin
unit.

it type;es 
the

'mining
g logic

.

4.8
Testunit

Through the functional test unit, type RXTNK 2H (A
built-in test facility of the directional wave detector hard
provided. The switches and pushbuttons on the front dete
the test condition and type of fault (see chapter 8). The UJ
comprises a DC-power-failure monitoring circuit, see
4.20.

137), 

aware 
is~rmines

lit also
section

4.9
Directional detectors

.

4.9.1 Initial information

.

lnformatiorl about the changes in current, A i, and voltag
are fed to an amplification stage on a segregated phase I:
suitable amplitude criterion is obtained through setting
two tenturn potentiometers (the a- and b-setting), locatea
front of each RXPA 2H unit.

e, 

D. u,lasis. 
A

of the
on the

The signals are then led to the directional detection logic~
in tig. 12, where the direction to the fault is determi
comparing the signs ofAi and6u. The forward looking de
give a "tripping direction" signal (T) if the current and
changes are opposite in sign, while the reverse looking de
give a "blo(:king direction" signal (B) if the changes are o
sign. As i1lustrated in fig. 12, the nominal signals S. (V /~
S~ (V /kV) derived from ~ i and A u respectively are tomb
Yleld T and B according to the foliowing relations:

, 

shownned 
by

tectors\'oltagetectors

f equal,A) 
and,ined 

to
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This particular arrangement enhances security since both Ai and
A u must have a certain magnitude before the detectors give an
output signal.

Further security is added by comparing the resulting signals T
and B between the phases.

Fig. 12:
Directional detection logic

where upper index +/- refer to the signal polarity. All signals are
~ o.
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4.9.2 Independent mode directional detector (optional)

The independent mode directional detector (A525) makes use of
the output signals of the passive filters; the processed signals are
the n fed to the tripping logi c unit.

The independent mode directional detector is normally set so
that it does not operate (overreach) even for the maximum 6 i
and A u obtained locally for faults at the remote end of the line.
Thus an independent mode trip is selective for close-in faults on
an amplitude basis without directional information from the
remote end relay terminal.

Dependent mode directional detector

The dependent mode directional detector (A53?) processes
signals that have passed through the passive and active filters,
and also (not shown in block diagram in tig. 11) through a
buffering stage in the amplifier unit. The output signals of the
detector are ted to one of the fault detection and phase
selection units.

The dependent mode directional detector is set to give output
signals of sufficient magnitude even during a condition of
minimum local change of ~ i and ~ u for remote phase to phase
and three phase faults.

The neutral current controI mode directional detector (A549)
uses the same input signals as the dependent mode directional
detector, and feeds its output signal to a fault detection and
phase selection unit.

This detector is always set sensitive enough to detect remote
end single-ph ase faults with the highest estimated fault resis-
tance, thus ensuring high-resistive earth fault clearing capabi-
lity.

4.10
Fault detection ar.d phase selection .mits

The analog signals from the dependent mode directional detector
and the neutral current mode directional detector must exceed a
certain level determined by input leve l detectors in the fault
detection and phase selection logic units, type RXTEG 2H
(A531,543), before a blocking (B) or tripping direction (T) signal
is accepted. T and B are processed on a segregated phase basis in
a logic circuit having sequential proper ties. The first signal to
exceed the level determines whether the relay will trip or block
i.e. the direction of motion of the very first travelling wave to
reach the measuring point is acknowledged.

If the first signal that exceeds the level criteria is a blocking
signal all subsequent signals are interpret ed as blocking signals
until the relay resets and vice versa for a tripping signal. This is
done in order to avoid the confusion that could be caused by
multiple reflexions of the incident waves.
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4.11
Neutral current measuring unit

The neutral current measuring unit is an instantaneous overcur-
rent relay type RXIB 24 (A 1143), with short operating (4 ms) and
resetting time.

With the aid of a knob, accessible through a hole in the plastic
cover, the operating value can be continuously adjusted between
1-3 times a scale constant, which is reconnectible (screw con-
nection) for three different values.

The neutral current measuring unit executes theA/Y-reconnec-
tion of the underimpedance measuring unit.

tr
Furthermore, in the amplifier unit, the neutral current mea-
suring unit output signal is coordinated with the output signal of
the logic unit connected to the neutral current controI mode
directional detector.

tf
Finally, the neutral current measuring unit output is fed to the
tripping logic, via a time-lag relay. This provides non-selective
tripping possibilities in case of sustained neutral current indi-
cation.

4.12
Amplifier unit

The amplifier unit RXTEN 2H (A555) is divided in two main
sections.

A. One section is providing the necessary buffering between the
active filter units and the dependent mode and the neutral
current controi mode directional detectors (this particular
signal flow is not shown in the block diagram in tig. 11).

By setting the appropriate switches (on the front of the unit),
a temporary reduction of the output amplitude of the buffer-
ing amplifiers (current signals only) can be made.

(Note that the measure does not affect the independent mode
of operation, and that the measure inhibits the neutral
current contro! mode of operation).

The measure is executed by activating a particular interface
relay, see section 4.18.1 and the externa! connection diagram
7435 179-DA, and the duration of the reduction/disabling is
controlled by an optional time-lag relay. The object of this
facility is to prevent directional wave detector operation in
ca se of shunt reactor switching with the transmission line in
service.
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B. The other section is co-ordinating the signals originating
from

the dependent mode directional detector operation-
the neutral current control mode directional detector
operation

the neutral current measuring unit operation

Furthermore, all these signals have to interact with the
communication signal, in order to obtain an adequate co-
operation with the remote end protection.8
By setting one of the switches on the front of the unit, it is
possible to shorten the time-lag used for disabling of the
neutral current measuring unit output signal.

8
)4.13

Time-lag reJays

The time-lag relays, with pick-up delars, are of type RXKE l
(A943,949,1119). This unit has a time-measuring LSI-circuit for
delayed pick-up operation.

The time-lag, l ms-99 s, is set with the aid of two scale-value
selector switches and four scale-constant selector switches,
located on the front of the relay.

4.14
Weak-end-infeed logic unit (optional)

The weak-end-infeed unit type RXTEM 2H (A955) brings about a
trip signal, and forwards this to the tripping logic unit, upon a
particular combination of line voltage level, starting and tripping
conditions, and communication signals; see section 3.4.

8

8
4.15
Underimpedance measuring W1it

The underimpedance measuring unit, type RXZK 4 (A507), is a
three-phase impedance relay with a short operating time. It
makes use of phase currents and voltages via the transformer
unit RTQTC 060; if a phase impedance is found to appear within
the operating characteristic range, this information is forwarded
to the switch-into-fault unit.

The operating characteristics is of either circular of modified
lens type. The characteristic angle is 60 deg.

The forward and the reverse reach are set with knobs A, B, D on
the front of the unit.

The light emitting diods on the front indicate whether a phase
voltage or line-to-line-voltage measurement (supervised by the
neutral current measuring unit RXIB 24, pos Al143) is perfor-
med.
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4.16
Tripping logic unit

(
4.17
Driver units

4.18
Interface units

4.18.1 !!:!P-~

(
8

CR
(

PTPT

BCW

4.18.2 Outputs
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RALZB is provided with two outputs (make contacts, free) in
each phase (in cage of sing1e-phase tripping), imp1emented
through two dry-reed re1ays in interface unit type RQKA 040
(A907,911,915).

The remaining part of the required tripping re1ay arrangements
is 10cated in a separate COMBIFLEX equipment fra me. Combi-
nations of e1ectromechanica1 relays type RXME 1, re1ay units
type RXMBA 1, and static thyristor re1ays type RXMEA 1, are
offer ed in accordance to customer demands.

As standard, the RALZB is supplied with two outputs (make
contacts, free), used as (a) interface relay to the communication
equipment (channel-send) and (b) general-start output.

8

The one output relay in the interface unit type RXMBB l (A919)
provides free contacts for three-phase tripping indication.8

o4.19
Indication and signalling unit

The indication and signalling unit type RXSK 2H (A925) is
provided with 12 flag indicators, and the corresponding 12 make
contacts. The indicators are reset electrically by a pushbutton in
the front of the unit.

The indicators are JabeJJed as foJJow:

DO

Z

SFT

BU8

WEI

CR
GT
R

S

T

8

cs

Directional wave detector operation (yellow)

Back-up protection operation (underimpedance mea-
suring unit) (yellow)

Switch-into-fault unit operation (yellow)

Back-up protection operation (neutral current mea-
suring unit) (yellow)

Weak-end-infeed unit operation (yellow)

Channel receiving (yellow)

General tripping (red)

Start in ph ase R (yellow)

Start in phase S (yellow)

Start in phase T (yellow)

Channel sending (yellow)

DC power supply interruption (red)

(The start in phase R, S or T mayemanate from the directional
wave detector section or the back-up protection.)

The indicators can be programrned to appear on starting of
RALZB or to appear only on tripping of RALZB.

Note that the signalling contacts, when included, are not free.
One contact member of each contact is connected to a common
bus in the RXSK 2H unit. Additional or separated signalling
contacts can be arranged on request by adding auxiliary relays in
series or paralleI.
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4.20
Auxiliary voltage supply

The auxiliary dc-voltage for the static circuits and the output
relays is supplied from the station battery via built-in dc/dc-
con\'erters type RQMA 100 (B109), RQMB 040 (B101) and RQMB
041 (B105), providing full galvanic isolation between the relay
circuitry and the auxi1iary power source, efficient surge suppres-
sion (in case of surges beeing impressed on the DC input), and an
overcurrent protection for the con\'erter.

A dc-power-failure monitoring circuit in unit RXTNK 2H (A137)
blocks the operation of RALZB in case of loss of power supply
from the dc/dc-convertor, and an alarm via a make contact and
a flag indicator is obtained from the indicator unit RXSK 2H
(A925).

5. ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

5.1
Phase seJection unit

If selective single-ph ase tripping is required, a phase selector
unit type RXTEL 2H is offered. The unit is static; it processes
the current signals, and provides digital information about which
phase/phases is/are faulty.

The unit requires a grace equivalent to 45, 6C. The necessary dc
supply is provided in a standard RALZB.

5.2
Independent mode directional detector

The operation of this unit RXP A 2H is independent of the
communication channel and is set to operate in the event of
close-in faults. See sections 3.2 and 4.9.

The unit requires a space equivalens to 45, 6C. The necessary
wiring of input and output signals and dc supply is done in a
standard RALZB.

5.3
Weak-end-infeed logic unit

If a weak-end-infeed condition is possible in a particular power
transmission system, a weak-end-infeed logic unit RXTEM 2H is
offered as an option. The principal of operation of this unit is
described in section 3.4.

The unit occupies a space equivalent to 45, 6C. The necessary
wiring of input and output signals and dc supply is done in a
standard RALZB.
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5.4
Power swing blocking relay

Taking in to consideration the requirements imposed on the power
distribution network, it is undesirable that the underimpedance
measuring uni t gives a tripping impulse when a power swing
occurs in the network, see section 3.5.2. The variations in
voltage and current that arise during power swings are inter-
preted as impedance variations and can make it impossible to
determine whether the measured change in impedance was
caused by a three-phase fault or a power swing.

To prevent the underimpedance measuring unit from giving a
(delayed) tripping impulse during a power swing, a power swing
blocking relay is offered as an option. This unit is of static
design and incorporates an impedance measuring element which
has two concentric ovals in the R-X plane, see fig. 13.

.'

The reach of the inner oval is approximately 80 96 of that of the

outer oval.

The reach in the reactive direction (Z 1) is approximately twice

that in the resistive direction (Z2).

The power-swing blocking retar incorporates an electromecha-
nical output unit, which brings about the blocking function, and
an indicating device. The output of the blocking retar is connec-
ted to the blocking input of the underimpedance measuring unit.

The power swing blocking retar contains a dc/dc converter, type
RXTUG 2H, providing the necessary dc supply voltage. The
blocking retar requires a space equivalent to 45, l8C.
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5.5
Reclosing relay

RALZB can be made to cooperate with a reclosing relay. The
following functions can be obtained depending on the type of
reclosing relay used:

A. RALZB designed for three-phase tripping. Recloser with
selector switch for

Three-phase tripping and reclosing for all types of
faults

.

Definite three-phase tripping for all types of faults

.

B. RALZB designed for single- and three-phase tripping. Reclo-
ser with selector switch for

Single-phase reclosing for single-phase faults
Three-phase reclosing for multi-phase faults

..

Single-phase reclosing for single-phase faults
Three-phase definite tripping for multi-phase faults

Three-phase tripping and reclosing for single- and
multi-phase faults

.

Three-phase definite tripping for single- and multi-
phase faults

.

The reclosing relay is housed in a separate equipment frame.

5.6
Rear connection terminal strip

The relay can be delivered with a screw-type terminal mounted
on the rear for connection of all incoming and outgoing leads.
The depth of the relay will then be increased by 60 mm.

6. SETTINGS

6.1
General

This object of this chapter is to

summarize the data needed, in order to obtain a properly set
RALZB relay

.

briefly describe the necessary setting calculations

.

relate each setting figure to the appropriate hardware (po-
tentiometer, thumbwheel switch or program ming switch).

.

A detailed descr iption of the different measures taken
and calculations performed in determining the settings
of RALZB is given in the publication "SETTING CAL-
CULATIONS", RF 619-006 E.

Note:
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6.2
Directional wave detector section setting

Before setting the directional wave detectors of RALZB, the
changes in current and voltage must be known for all types of
fault. These changes can be calculated on a steady state basis
using symmetrical components and Thevenin's theorem.

All types of faults ought to be calculated to find the minimum
and maximum changes in current and voltage. The results of
these calculations are then used as foliows:

The maximum ch anges determine the independent mode set-

tings.

The minimum changes of the t~o:;:pha_se fau!ts, two-phase-to-
gro~nd fa~lts ~!:!d three-phase faults determine the dependent
mode setting. However, this setting might allow tripping due
to internai switching operations or surge arrester discharges;
in such a case the leve! should be set high enough not to
enable tripping evolving from such e\'ents. -

The minimum changes of the single-phase faults determine
the neutral current controI modesetting. Note that in these
calculations, due consideration is taken to the highest fault
resistance estimated, thus assuring high resistive earth fault
detection capability.

When the appropriate maximum and minimum changes are estab-
lished, the "a" and "b" figures are calculated; consideration is
taken to so called safety factors. The multiturn potentiometers
on the front of the directional detectors are then set according
to these "a" and "b" figures.

6.3
Neutral current measuring lmit setting

The zero sequence current for~/Y reconnection of the under-
impedance measuring unit is determined by the neutral current
measuring unit setting.

Asetting above the unbalance current at line section internal
switching operations is normaliy recommended .

This setting is done on a variable potentiometer on the front of
the unit (1 to 3 times an alternative scale constant).

6.4
Underimpedance measurjng unit setting

The reach setting of the underimpedance measuring unit is
calculated on basis of the positive- and zero-sequence impedance
of the line, and the minimum load impedance.

The appropriate values for' the forward and reverse reach are
suitably determined graphically, and the "A", "B" and "D" factors
are calculated; the underimpedance measuring unit setting is
then done by means of one switch and six potentiometers on the
front of the unit.
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6.5
Switch-into-fault unit setting

The underimpedance measuring unit determines the reach in cage
of a switch-into-fault condition.

Moreover, one criterion for enabling of the switch-into-fault
logic is that the line voltage of any phase falls short of a low
phase voltage operating level "d" (see section 3.6). The "d"-
setting is done by means of a potentiometer at the front of the
voltage measuring unit.

This switch-into-fault condition line voltage level must be set at
least 15 % below the minimum transmission line voltage to be
expected.

(

6.6
Time-Jag settings

6.6.1 Directional wave detector section

There are two time-lag settings to be determined in the direc-
tional wave detector section of RALZB:

The RALZB relay is used in a permissive tripping scheme;
hence, the setting "td" for the tripping delay, determined by
means of a potentiometer on the front of the tripping logic
unit, is set to the channel nominal transmission time.

i

The time lag of 20 or 35 ms used for disabling of the neutral
current measuring uni t output signal (see section 3.3) is
determined in the amplifier unit, by means of a pro-
gram ming switch located on the front of the unit.

ii

6.6.2 Back-up relaying

The underimpedance measuring unit trip signals are delayed, by
means of a time-lag unit, prior to reaching the tripping logic;
recommended setting of this time-lag unit is 400 -800 msec. The
setting is done by means of two scale-value selector switches
and four scale-constant selector switches, located on the front
of the unit.

.

It is possible to obtain a non-selective tripping operation from
the neutral current measurin unit, via a time-lag relay (see
section 2.3.2 .Normallya 1.5-5 seconds setting of this time-lag
relay is recommended. The setting is done by means of two
scale-value selector switches and four scale-constant selector
switches, located on the front of the unit.
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6.7
Shunt reactor switd1ing settings

Switching of a shunt reactor while the line is in service might be
detected by the directional wave detectors, see section 2.5 and
4.12. To prevent this a temporary reduction of the output
amplitude of the buffering amplifiers (current signals on ly) can
be effected. The degree of reduction (2, 4 or 7 times) is
determined by means of top two program ming switches on the
front of the amplifier unit.

8 We normally recommend a reduction time of 500 mg. The setting
of the (optional) time-lag relay involved is done by means of two
scale-value selector switches and four scale-constant selector
switches on the front of the unit.

18 7. caMMUNICA TIaN EQUIPMENT

As RALZB works in a directional comparison permissive scheme
(dependent mode), a communication channel is needed to protect
100 % of the line.

RALZB incorporates input and output relays to enable cooper a-
tion with the relay at the remote end of the line. No additional
equipment is therefore required for this purpose.

Basical1y the relay system can be used with any type of
communication link with channel delars up to 35 ms although, to
maintain the ultra high speed of operation even for remote-end
faults, a fast channel is preferred. In terms of end-to-end
communication only one signal is required to be transmitted
from one line end to the other even when selective single-pol e
auto-reclosure is practiced. The transmitted signal has no bea-
ring on starting or phase selection since this is accomplished
10cal1y. Due to that only one signal has to be transmitted the
compromise between channel speed and channel reliability can
easily be achieved.

On special request the relay system can be provided with logic
units permitting longer channel delays than stated above.

Note that the underimpedance measuring unit works independent
of the communication channel, in a standard RALZB.
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8. TESTING

Two test units are included in a standard RALZB:

A. The test switch RTXP 18 enables complete secondary injec-
tion test of all the RALZB relay measuring functions. This is
described in publication RF 619-007 E, "Commissioning
instructions".

B. The functional test unit type RXTNK 2H makes it possible
to test the directional wave detector section of RALZB.
Internal, external, single- or multi-phase faults can be
simulated on both the positive and negative halt cycles. The
test conditions are selected by switches on the front of the
functional test unit and the type of fault is initiated by
push-buttons.

9. INST ALLA TION AND EXTERNAL DIAGRAM

The RALZB is designed for 19" rack or flush mounting. The
dimensions are shown on the enclosed dimension print
5283 0285-AA.

All connections to the terminals of the relay are normally made
with COMBIFLEX socket-equipped leads. On request, all exter-
nal connections can be terminated on a screw connection termi-
nal strip on the rear of the protection frame or, when rack
mounted, with in the 1911 cubicle.

A general external diagram for single- and three-phase tripping
is enclosed as supplement, 7435 179-DA.

The rear of the RALZB relay should be accessible for inspection
purpose and for enabling future modifications to the wiring when
such may be required.

10. COMMISSIONING AND MAINTENANCE

All units are of static design except those for indication and
signalling (and tripping when electromechanical output relays are
used). The maintenance has therefore been reduced to a mini-
mum.

lnstructions containing detailed information about settings and
recommendations in connection with commissioning and routine
testing of the relay are issued separately, see chapter 13.

The test switch type RTXP 18, together with the test plug
handle of type RTXH 18 and relay testing equipment facilitates
commissioning and routine testing.

Since the relay in normal service only operates at rather
infrequent intervals, it will be of value to test it regularly, for
example once a rear or once every second year.
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Il. TECHNICAL DATA

11.1
Measuring entities

Rated frequency: 50, 60 HZ

Current inputs:

.

Rated current

Power consumption
per phase

.

<2 VA
t,

T olerance range:
Maximum permissible
continuous current

.

3 x I n
tMaximum permissible

current during l s 70 x In

Voltage inputs:

Rated voltage 110/

.

3V

Power consumption
per phase

.

<1.5 VA

Tolerance range:
Maximum permissible
continuous voltage

.

1.3 x U
n

11.2
Auxiliary voltage

o
110-125, 220-250 V DC

Tolerance range + la %
-20 %

to
Power consumption:

.normal sevice
.maximum

appr. 60 W
100 W

11.3
Tripping mode and operating times

Three-phase or single- and three-phase tripping

Opera ting time, typical values:

5ms

7 ms + channel delar

25 or 45 ms (programmable)

400 -800 msec, tentatively

independent mode

dependent mode

neutral current
control mode

back-up relaying
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11.4

Setting range

11.4.1

.

Independent mode

~I a+2Current change T = W = 0.10 -5.1
n

a = O -100

(Lowest recommended setting a = 40)

AU b+5
Voltage change U = Töö = 0.05 -1.05

n
b = O -100

.

Dependent mode

61 a+2Current change I = W = 0.10 -5.1
n

a = O -100

(Lowest recommended setting a = 8.0)

~U b+5Voltage change U = Töa = 0.05 -1.05
n

b :: O -100

(Lowest recommended setting b = 5.0)

.

Neutral current control mode

~I a+2Current change I = W = 0.10 -5.1
n

a = O -100

(Lowest recommended setting a = 2.0)

6u b+5Voltage change U = ~ = 0.05 -1.05
n
b = O -100

.

Low phase voltage setting
U

setd = U where U
n .

mInn

11.4.2 !,ln2erimpedance measuring uni!

Reach setting in the
forward direction Zf Ohms/phase 50 Hz (60 Hz)

I =IAn

2,8-102,6

I =5A
n

0,6-20,5

(3,3-123,2) (0,7-24,6)
Reach setting in the
reverse direction Z-
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11.4.3 Neutral current measuring unil

0.1 -1.5 A or 0.2 -3.0 A, continuously adjustable.

11.5
Relays

f11.5.1 Output re~

Reed relay type RQKA 040 Free contacts for trip out-
puts, channel sen d and gene-
ral start.

.

Opera ting time l ms

Contact data:
Maximum system range
Current carrying
capacity, continuous
Current carrying
capacity for l s

300 V DC/250 V AC

l A

l A

Making capacity for
200 mg, iriductive
load L/R ~ 10 mg;

continuous for
for l s

l A
l A

.

Breaking capacity at

-ac, max 250 V

cosI{' ~ 0.1,
f

0.6 A

cos If' = 1,
UxI
max. 40 V A lA

-dc, L/R ~ 40 ms

48 V
110 V
125 V
220 V
250 V

0.3 A
0.1 A
0.08 A
0.04 A
0.03 A

UxI
max. 20 V A
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-dc, L/R = O ms

48 V
110 V
125 V
220 V
250 V

0.9 A
0.35 A
0.28 A
0.12 A
0.10 A

Type ~~XMBB 1, output reJay For muJti-phase fauJt indica-
tion.

Operating time 10-15 ms

Contact data:

Maximum system voltage 250 V DC or AC

Continuous current
carrying capacity 5A

Current carrying
capacity for l s 15 A

Making capacity for
200 ms, inductive
load L/R ~ lOms;
continuous
for l sec

30 A
la A

Breaking capacity:

-ac, max. 250 V, cosf ~ 0.4 8A

-dc, L/R ~ 40 ms 24 V
48 V
55 V
110 V
125 V
220 V
250 V

2.0
1.0
0.8
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

Type RXSK 2H For signalling. All outputs
except "loss of DC" have one
common bus.

Contact data: See type RXMBB l above.

A
A
A
A
A
A

5A
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11.5.2 Input relays

Type RXMBB 1, input reJay For channel receive, blocking
of wave detector, and pre-
pare three-phase trip. (See
section 4.18.1.)

Three versions available:

48-60 V
110-125 V
220-250 V

.

All inputs have one common
bus connected to negative
DC.

Opera ting time l ms

Power consumption
per input relay

48 V
60 V
110 V
125 V
220 V
250 V

0.4 W
0.6 W
0.9 W
1.2 W
1.4 W
1.8 W

11.6
General data

Dimensions: See enclosure 5283 0285-AA

8 Weight: 39 kg

Ambient temp.
range

o o
-5 C -+55 C

8 11.7
Test data

11.7.1 lnsulation testing

Dielectric test ANS! C37.90-1978
2/2.5 kV, 50 Hz, 1 min.

IEC Pub1. 255-4,
5.0 kY, 1.2/50 us, 0.5 J
appendix E

Impuls voltage

withstand test
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11.7.2 Disturbance testinR

Nominal frequency
disturbance test SEN 36 15 03 500 V

Surge withstand
capability test ANSI C37.90a-1974 2.75 kV, 1 MHz,

decaying time 3-6 period

SEN 36 15 03 4-8 kVShowering arc test

Auxiliary voltage
interruption test SEN 36 15 03 To O % of aux. volt.

12. ORDERING PARnCULARS

The following information is required when ordering:

Rated frequency

.

Rated voltage

.

Rated current

.

Auxiliary voltage (station battery voltage)

.

Auxiliary voltage for input relays -CR, PTPT, BCW (if
different from station battery voltage)

..

Tripping mode;
three-phase or single- and three-phase -note that a phase
selector unit is required if single-phase tripping is reques-
ted.

Additional equipment demands:

.

-Independent mode operation

-Weak-end-infeed mode of operation

-Power swing blocking retar

-Reclosing equipment (number of shots)

Tripping output relay arrangement -see section 4.18.2.

.

Presentation of special requirements regarding the inter-
face relays for the communication ch anne l

.

Rear screw connection terminal strip for external connec-
tion to the relav

.
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13. REFERENCE PUBLICA nONS

Setting caJculations RF 619-006 E

Com missioning instruction RF 619-007 E

Modular system COMBIFLEX Catalogue RK 92-10 E

Equipment frames, ca ses and
cubicles type VSG SK 14-1 E

Test system COMBITEST Catalogue RK 92-11 E

Auxiliary relays CataJogue RK 21-10 E

....


